ATTACHMENT FOR BACKHOE

Quick Coupler
Provides to change buckets and attachments hydraulically. Provides less effort and less time for the operator
to change buckets and attachments. Increase productivity.

Hydraulic Breaker
Daemo Hydraulic breakers have high impact forces for material penetration and fracture. Provide high
productivity.
Low maintanance and revision costs thanks to simplified hydraulic circuit, reduced part number.

Auger
Two hydromotor flowrate option 202 cm³/rev and 132 cm³/rev
4 different diameter option 230mm, 350mm, 490mm and 610 mm

Orange Peel Grapples
Hydraulic rotation and no-rotation models are available.
0.234 m³ capacity.

Ditch Maintenance Bucket

Drenaige holes reduce weight of the load by charging water inside the bucket.
1500mm Bucket weight
0.2 m³ Bucket capacity

Tilting Grading Bucket
Hydraulically operated grading bucket allows the bucket to turn 91 degree leftside and rightside.
0,227 m³ Bucket Capacity

Dedicated Buckets
Dedicated buckets are available in a variety of widths (350mm, 400mm, 500mm, 600mm, 700mm, 800mm
and 900mm) Thick cutting edges and side plates offer superior durability.

Taper Ditch Buckets
45 Degree taper angle 0.148 m³ Bucket capacity

Concrete Bucket
Easy loading and spreading on concrete works thanks to its own geometry
0,273 m³ Bucket capacity

Ripper

Replaceable tip for even longer service life

ATTACHMENT FOR LOADER

Quick Coupler
Provides to change buckets and attachments hydraulically.
Provides less effort and less time for the operatör to change buckets and attachments. Increase productivity.

Pallet Forks Kit For Loader Bucket
The Bucket mounted forks allow pallets handling without damage to the material on the pallets
1050mm Forks length

General Purpose Bucket
Designed for maximum durability
1.1 m³ Bucket capacity

Multi Purpose Bucket For Quick Coupler
Suitable with quick coupler.
1.1 m³ Bucket capacity

Fork Mounted Quick Coupler

Forks without bucket provides easier and faster usage.
More visibility and easy working according to the bucket mounted Forks

Auger For Front Bucket
Two hydromotor flowrate option 202 cm³/rev and 132 cm³/rev
4 different diameter option 230mm, 350mm, 490mm and 610 mm

2 Axis Snowblade
2800mm Blade width
70 degree horizontal movement
25 degree vertical movement

Snowblade
2800mm Blade width
22.5 degree vertical movement

Timber Grapple
Minimum timber radius 200mm

3 Teeth Timber Grapple

Minimum timber radius 200mm

5 Teeth Timber Grapple
2 teeth on the top, 3 teeth at the bottom of grapple

Timber Grapple
Minimum timber radius 200mm

